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Moment launches private aviation IFE offer
with Flymingo Jet

With the goal of increasing passenger loyalty and driving engagement, Moment announced the launch
of its private aviation IFE offering with Flymingo Jet.

Flymingo Jet, an advanced entertainment and services platform for executive air travel, is “a
passenger-centric system that delivers services adapted both to the specifics of the cabin and to the
premium nature of the journey.” The digital portal and its interface are fully customisable to
operators’ requirements and the modular services meet the needs of ultra-connected passengers
accustomed to operational excellence and premium offerings, the release said.

“We are delighted to expand our activities to the strategic market of private aviation and to bring new
capabilities to the private flight experience,” said Tanguy Morel, Moment’s CEO & Co-founder.
“Flymingo Jet is designed to enhance aircraft cabins by bringing a new level of comfort to executive
passengers.”

VIP passengers will be able to select from a wide selection of magazines, recent and classic films in
several languages and Flymingo Jet also allows for the possibility of digitizing all onboard services,
such as catering. Content can be easily by upgraded via 4G, Wi-Fi connection or by a secured USB
key. Passengers can access the dedicated portal from their own electronic devices or tablets made
available by flight operators.

According to the release, Flymingo Jet is compatible with all types of jets and has already been
deployed onboard several aircraft including Dassault Falcon 900, Bombardier Global 6000 and
Challenger 604, Embraer ERJ 145, Boeing VIP B787 and ACJ A340.

Private jet operators are turning to the latest technologies to be one step ahead in terms of comfort
and innovation while at the same time differentiating themselves in what is becoming a busy market.
“We are proud to collaborate today with 10 operators and aim to connect close to 50 operators by the
end of 2023,” Morel said.

https://moment.tech/business-aviation-industry/

